Wayward Ranch Animal Sanctuary, Inc.

Litter Box Training Your Bunny
Things to Remember Before Beginning the Process

• It is always easier to teach an older bunny new tricks! Older rabbits are much faster to
•
•
•

catch on to the concept of litter box training. Younger rabbits are still capable of learning as
well, it just may take a bit longer.
Spaying and neutering will always help stop your rabbit’s hormones from interfering with
litter box training. It is also much healthier for your bunny in the long run!
A happy and well litter box trained bunny will actually enjoy hanging out in their litter box so
it is important to make sure it is cleaned regularly and has enough litter to be a comfortable
place to take an occasional nap!
Rabbits don’t know what is an is not safe for them to eat so it is our job to make sure we
are only offering them litter that is safe in case they decide to snack on it a little bit.
Choosing a Litter
Recommended

Avoid

Organic litter/paper litter options (Care Fresh Natural,
Cat Country, Critter Country, etc)

Litter that is not organic.

Newspaper

Pine or Cedar Shavings

Hay can encourage your rabbit to enjoy spending time
in and using their litter box so we recommend having a
layer of hay on top of whatever litter you choose to use
in the box.

Wheat Scoop Litter (encourages litter consumption and
can lead to obesity)

Litter Box Training Tips

• Set your bunny up in a nice big cage or playpen to call their own and place at least two litter boxes within the area
•

•
•

in the spots they are most likely to pee. If they pee outside the litter box in the first few days, just move the box to
where they peed to help them catch on.
Once your bunny has used their litter boxes in the cage a few times, you can let them outside of their cage area
(still allowing access to the cage if they chose), but it is very important that you keep a close eye on the bunny and
watch for if they try to potty outside of their cage/litter box. If they do, hurriedly encourage them back to their cage
to use the box instead. Repeat this until they begin to repeat the behavior themselves. Don’t have them out of their
cage without constant direct supervision until they seem to catch on to the training.
Introduce the bunny to each room of the house one at a time. Once they master returning to their cage to use the
litter box in just one room, open the space up to two rooms and so on until you feel confident having them loose in
the house without them having accidents.
Be patient and understanding of bunny behavior!
• Learning a new pattern of behavior takes time! Don’t rush and stay consistent!
• Rabbits are naturally territorial animals, and mark their space with their urine and feces, especially if they feel
like their territory is threatened. Don’t threaten the “territory” of their cage. If a rabbit feels secure in their cage
they will be less likely to potty outside of the litter box.

Cleaning the Box
Remove all soiled litter/hay/paper daily at the minimum to keep it clean and
encourage the rabbits to continue to use it. Clean out the litter box itself daily as
well using with white vinegar or a rabbit friendly cage cleaner. Rabbit litter/feces
can be thrown away in the trash or used as fertilizer outside in a garden.
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